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in the transonic condition. 
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SLOTTED AIRCRAFT WING 
CROSS-REEERENGE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 
shock-induced boundary layer separation are consistent and 
significaut sources of an aircraft’s total drag. 
The Mach number at which the trausonic drag begins to 
substantially increase is known as the “drag-divergence 
5 Mach number” @Idd). Because slight increases in the air- 
craft’s Mach number beyond the drag-divergence Mach 
number crin lead to significant increases in the drag on the 
aircraft, operating at such conditions is not usually economi- 
To push the transonic drag rise toward higher Mach 
numbers and thus reduce wave drag at a given tmnsonic 
speed, several methods have been employed. Some of the 
n e  invention described herein was made in part by more common methods include using highly swept wings 
employees of the United states Gove-ent and may be which can be relatively Costly to manufacture, thin airfoils. 
m m d a c u d  and used by and for the a v e m e n t  of &e 15 and aft-camber airfoils. supercritical airfoils have been 
united states for gove-end purposes without fie pay- created with higher critical Mach numbers. Supercritical 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. airfoils typically have flattened upper surfaces to reduce 
flow acceleration and a highly cambered aft section to 
generate a significant portion of the lift. The aft-loaded 
20 wings shift the center of lift back resulting in larger nose- 
down pitching IllOmeIltS. mthately, an increase in nose- 
down pitching moments requires that both the wing and the 
horizontal tail work harder to trim the aircraft in flight. The 
drag associated with trimming the vehicle is referred to as 
2s trim drag. -4 larger nose-down pitching moment typically 
increases trim drag. 
There is a limit to how thin a practical airfoil can be due 
to considerations other than aerodynamics. For example, 
30 of thinner airfoils usually increases the overall weight of the 
wing because thinner wings have shallower smictural boxes. 
Larger wings can also be used to increase the drag- 
divergeuce Mach md thlls wave drag for a 
given transonic airspeed. With a larger wing area. airfoils 
This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Patent ApplicationNo. 60/417,355, filed on Oct. 9,2002, the 
contents of which are incorporated herein by reference in 
their entirety. cally practical. 
io 
ORIGIN 
FIELD 
n e  invelltion relates generally to aircraft aid more 
wings and to methods for p ~ c ~ a r l y  to sloaed 
improving aircraft cruise performance. 
BACKGROUND 
by wings are deSigued using conventional 
airfoas, with a conventional airfoil, the upper and lower 
(LE) and at a sharp trailing edge (TE). 
Conventional airfoils are also used for transonic wings 
(Le., wings designed for transonic flight). Transonic flight 
occurs when the airfiow velocity over an aircraft is a mixture 
sirfaces corne together at a blunt or rounded leading edge wings Provide less Moreover, the 
Of subsonic flow (i’e’* flow 
sound) and s‘lPersOnic flow (i.e. flow less t h l  the speed Of 3s having lower lift coefficients may be used, w&ch in greater han leads to less wave drag. However, the increased wetted =ea *e speed of sound). Air flowing over the upper surface of a of a larger wing usually increases the wing’s friction 
drag to such an exte~t that the additional skin gction drag 
discloses ari unswepL or sub- 
wing is accelerated by the upper surface curvatwe used to 
produce lift. 4 s  a result, the speed of the aircraft at which a 
sound @e., becomes sonic) may be considerably less than 
Mach one. 
or any wave drag reductions. 
Cruise wing 
portion Of the Over the the ‘Peed Of 40 U.S. pat. No. 6,293,497 entitled “&&,ne with Unswept 
stantially uilswept, wing that employs slotted cruise airfoil 
techology to achieve higher cruise speeds comparable with 
at the 45 lift at lower speeds. The contents 0fU.S. Pat. No. 6,293,497 
the Mach number is the Of the aircraft’s 
to the Of at the aircraft‘s cwent 
ne Critical Mach nUIllber (M,,t) is the 
that of wept m-slotted aircraft wing and to achieve higher 
are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety as if 
altitude. Mach 
Mach number of the aircraft’s airspeed at which the airflow 
at some place along the aircrafl reaches the speed of sound. 
reach the speed of somd, a shock wave may be generated at j0 
that point. If the aircraft’s Mach number increases above the h aircraft wing includes at least one leading airfoil 
critical Mach number, supersonic flow m y  be created over element and at least one trailing airfoil element. -4t least one 
both the upper arid lower surfaces of the airfoil resulting in slot is defined by the wing during at least one transonic 
the gemration of shock waves at each of the airfoil loca- condition of the wing. The slot may either extend spanwise 
tions. At transonic speeds, there are ofkn several localized 55 along only a portion of the wingspan, or the slot n x ~ y  extend 
areas of supersonic flow delimited by shock waves. spanwise along the entire wingspan. In either case, the slot 
Across a shock, the pressure and density of air increases allows a portion of the air flowing along the lower surface 
significantly resulting in non-isentropic or irrecoverable of the leading airfoil element to split aud flow over the upper 
losses that are classified as wave drag. As the Mach number surface of the trailing airfoil element so as to achieve a 
of the aircraft is increased, a *tic and abrupt increase in 60 performance improvement in the transonic condition. In an 
drag occurs which is referred to as the transonic drag rise. -4 exemplary embodiment, the wing includes a partial-span 
shock wave slows the airflow and thus increases pressure slot that preferably begins about midspan and extends there- 
leading to an adverse pressure gradient across the shock after outward to the wingtip, at least until tip effects greatly 
wave. Depending on the strength of the shock wave, the diminish or overwhelm the effect of the slot. 
adverse pressure gradient may cause a localized separation 65 In another f o r q  the invention provides methods for flying 
ofihe airflow hili the surface ofthe zirfoil at the base ofthe 6ii airrraft wiog. In m e  eo;Eo&;;;z;;t, a i xehd  generaily 
shock wave. During transonic flight, shock waves and includes trimming a slot defined between a leading airfoil 
Occurs when the aircraft is 
’peed Of 
fitlly set fofi herein. 
When the airflow over any portion of the aircraft does SUMMARY 
US 7,048,228 B2 
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element and trailing airfoil element during at least one FIG. 12 is a simplified block diagram of an active control 
transonic condition so as to achieve a performance improve- system operatively associated with a slotted wing far adjust- 
ment in the transonic condition. ing and trimming the slot; 
In another embodiment, a method generally includes FIG. 13 is an upper view of a wing having two partial- 
using a slot to divert a portion of the air flowing along a 5 span slots according to another embodiment of the inven- 
lower surface of the wing to split and flow over an upper tion; 
surface of the wing during at least one transonic condition of FIG. 14 is an upper view of a wing having two partial- 
the aircraft wing. Diverting the air at least delays the ai&ow span slots according to another embodiment of the inven- 
separation that would occur to add drag sa as to achieve a tion; 
performance improvement in the transonic condition. FIG. 15 is an upper view of a slotted wing in which the 
In a further embodiment, a method generally includes Slot comprises a plurality of indqendently adjustable seg- 
actuating a flap assembly during cruise to trim the flap ments; 
assembly SO as to achieve a p e r f o ~ ~  impmvaent FIG. 16A illustrates a pressure distribution for a conven- 
during cruise. tional un-slotted airfoil; 
FIG. 16B illUStrateS a pressure diStribUtiOn for a Slotted 
apparent h m  the detailed description provided hereinaiter. 
It should be understood that the detailed description and FIG. 17 is a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model 
specific examples, w ~ l e  indicating at least one exaplaly representative of the airflow or pressure fields for a two- 
embodiment of the invention, are intended for purposes of dimensional desi@; 
illuswtion only and are lu)t intended to y i t  the scope offile 20 FIG. 18A is a perspective view of a finite element model 
invention. of a partial-span slotted wing in accordance with the teach- 
ings of at least one embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 18B is a more detailed perspective view of the flap 
brackets shown in FIG. 18A; 
FIGS. 19A4 and 19B are three-dimensional CFD models 
representative of airflow or pressure fields over a lower wing 
surface of a partial-span slotted wing with and without flap 
brackets, respectively, in accordance with the teachings of at 
least one embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 2o is a side elevation view of an airfoil Ilaving a 
single-slotted trailing edge flap shown retracted 
FIG. 20 but with the sin~e-slonedtmi~mg edge flap paaiaUy 
deployed, and 
i n  
Further areas ofapplicabi]ity invention will become 15 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWMGS 
ne invention will be more fully Lmderstood from the 25 
detailed description and the accompanying drawings, 
wherein: 
FIG. 1 is an upper view of a swept wing including a 
partial-span slot according to one enibodiment of the inven- 3n 
tion; 
fidl-span slot according to another embodiment of the inven- 
ti04 
is an view Of a swept wing a FIG. 21 is a side elevation view of the airfoil shown in 
FIG. 3 is upper view of a conventional in-slotted 35 FIG. 22 is a side elevation view of the airfoil shown in 
FIG. 20 btlt with single-s]otted trailing edge flap deployed at 
a larger deflection angle & that shown in FIG. 21. 
COnVentiOMl Wing illl1SWIting shock location and regions of 
SUperSOniC d 0 W  at mid-cruise lift coefficient and Mach: 
FIG. 4 is an upper view of the partial-span slotted wing 
shown in FIG. 1 illustrating shock location and regions of 
supersonic airflow at mid-cruise lift coefficient and Mach 40 
FIG. 5 is an upper view of the full-span slotted wing 
shorn in FIG. 2 illustrating shock location and regions of 
sllpersonic airflow at mid-cmise lift coefficient and Mach 
wing in FIG. 
1 
slotted wing region at the plauform bre& while configured 
for inven- 
tion; 
FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional side view of the wing in FIG. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS 
The following description of various embodiments Of the 
invention is merely exemplary in nature and is in no way 
intended to limit the invention, its application, or uses. For 
airfoil sections of the 45 example, it is anticipated that embodiments of the invention 
will be applicable to any of a wide range of aim& (e.g., but 
fligllt according to one embo&ent not limited to, fighter jets, commercial jets. private jets, 
supersonic dash aircraft. among others) regardless of the 
manner in which the aircraft is piloted (eg., directly, 
the airfoil sectious of the un-slotted wing region 50 remotely, via automation, or in a combination thereof, 
craft herein shonld not be construed as limiting the scope of embodiment of the invention; the invention. In addition, it is also anticipated that embodi- 
ments of the invention will be applicable to any of a wide shown in FIG. 6 superimposed upon the airfoil section at the j5 range of lift-pmducing surfaces for aircraft (e.g., but not 
limited to, fixed wings, variabb geometry wings, rotary plauform break shown in FIG. 7; 
FIG. 9 is a line p p h  s d z i n g  wind a m e l  results for ri&t semi-span wings, left semi-span wings, full- 
a wind tunnel test model having a partial-span slotted wing, span piingS, s ~ & t  willgs, swept -gs, delta wings, hofi- 
body and zontal tails, tapered wings, untapered wings, slanted wings, 
having a transonic wing, and 60 among others). Accordingly, the specific references to wing 
tail; herein should not be construed as limiting the scope of the 
FIG. 10 is a line graph summarizing wind tunnel results invention. 
for a wind tunnel test model of an aircraft equipped with a In addition, certain terminology will also be US& in the 
Partial-SPan Slo*dwhg and for a Wind tunnel test model of following description for the purpose of reference only. and 
an aircraft equipped With a Conventional transonic wing; 65 thus are not intended to be limiting. For example, terns such 
FIG. 11 is .w =mer view of B slotted wing inclxI.dj?la a tip as “gppe?’, “bwei’, “abve”. a d  “below” refer to dkec- 
device according to another embodiment of the invention; tions in the drawings to which reference is made. Terms such 
FIG. 6 is a cross-sec~ona~ si& view 
the leas and 
at the root and at the planform break according to one song Others)* -4ccardinglY, the references to air- 
FIG. 8 illustrates the leading and trailing airfoil sections 
tail and for a wind tunnel test 
US 7,048,228 B2 
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as “hnf‘, “back”, “rear”, and “side”, describe the orienta- near the high-speed buffet boundary. Exemplary transonic 
tion of portions of the component within a consistent but conditions for the wing include, but are not limited to, 
arbitrary h e  of reference which is made clear by refer- transonic cruise condition and transonic maneuvering. 
ence to the text and the associated drawings describing the FIGS. 1 and 2 are simplified planform illustrations of 
component under discussion. Such terminology may incl~ide 5 current right wing designs for commercial aircraft that have 
the words specifically mentioned above, derivatives thereof, been provided with a partial-span slot and full-span slot, 
and words of similar import, Similarly, the term “first”, respectively. The commercial aircraft would also include a 
“second” and other such numerical terms referring to struc- left wing having essentially the same performance in the 
tures do not imply a sequence or order unless clearly flight envelope. .4ccordmgly, the left wing (not shown) is 
indicated by the context. io  usually provided with an eqnivalent or corresponding slot 
FIG. 1 illustrates a swept aircraft wing 10 according to when the right wing is provided with a slot. 
one embodiment of the invention. As shown, the swept wing Regarding nomenclature for semi-span wings (ie., right 
10 includes a leading airfoil element 36 and a trailing airfoil and left wings), the 0% semi-span station is commonly 
element 38. At least one partial-span slot 12 is defined known as the location about which the right and left wings 
between the leading and trailing airfoil elements 36 and 38 is are symmetric or mirror images. Typically, the 0% semi- 
during at least one transonic condition of the wing 10. span station is located at the center of the fuselage to which 
FIG. 2 illustrates another embodiment of a swept wing the wings are attached. When dealing with semi-span wings, 
110. As shown, the swept wing 110 includes a leading airfoil the term semi-span refers to the distance h m  the 0% 
element 136 and a trailing airfoil element 138. At least one semi-span station to the 1Wh semi-span station located at 
full-span slot 112 is defined between the leading and trailing 20 the wing tip. It should be noted, however, that embodiments 
airfoil elements 136 and 138 during at least one tnusonic of the invention should not be limited to semi-span wings 
condition of the wing 110. but are equally applicable to full-span wings (e.g.. flying 
Thq partial-span slot 12 and the full-span slot 112 allow wings, among others). In addition. and as shown in FIG. 11, 
a portion of the air flowing along a lower surface of the the terms “span” and “semi-span” as used herein do not 
leading element 36, 136 to split and flow over the upper 2s include one or more tip devices that may be installed or 
surface 20, 120 of the trailing element 38, 138 to improve provided at a wing tip. However, such should not be 
wing performance during one or more phase@) of flight in construed as limiting the scope of the invention in that it is 
which the wing is operating within or near the wing’s anticipated that embodiments of the invention will be appli- 
transonic drag rise or near the high-speed buffet boundary, of cable to any of a wide range of wings including, but not 
which a transonic cruise condition and transonic maneuver- 30 limited to, wings having tip devices and wings without tip 
ing are examples. In at least some embodiments, the partial- devices. Indeed, in other embodiments, the tip device may 
span slot 12 and the full-span slot 112 each include an define at least a portion of either a partial-span or full-span 
aerodynamically smooth channel defined between the lead- slot. 
ing and trailing airfoil elements without an unfaired cove (a With further reference to FIG. I, the partial-span slot 12 
cove that is not streamlined), as described below. 35 may extend spanw-ise along a portion of the semi-span of the 
As used herein, a “partial-span slot” refers to and includes wing 10 where airflow separation would occur to add drag 
one or more slots each extending spanwise along only a during the transonic condition of the wing 10. The partial- 
portion of a span of the wing. That is, the partial-span slotted span slot 12 can be located where a computational fluid 
wing does not have a single slot that extends entirely from dynamics (CFD) simulation of a three-dimensional airflow 
the wing root to the wing tip. In an exemplary embodiment, 40 over the wing 10 suggests that a pressure field will result in 
the partial-span slotted wing has a slot that preferably begins airflow separation on the upper wing surface 20. 
about or slightly inboard of midspan and extends thereafter In the illustrated embodiment, the partial-span slot 12 
outward to the wingtip. at least until tip effects greatly extends %om about a semi-span station 28 to about a 
diminish or overwhehn the effect of the slot. An exemplary semi-span station 30. The semi-span stations 28 and 30 
wing 10 having a partial-span slot 12 is shown in FIG. 1. 45 coincide with the Yehudi or planform break 32 and the wing 
A “full-span slot”, as used herein, refers to and includes tip 16, respectively, although such need not be the case. In 
a slot that extends continuously essentially from as close to other embodiments, the partial-span slot 12 can begin at 
the wing root as a slot will provide benefit to essentially the other inboard locations where its inclusion does not interfere 
wingtip (at least until where tip effects degrade slot perfor- with the low-speed control surfaces or the integration of 
mace), excepting the necessary support brackets connect- 50 other elements such as fuel tanks and landing gear into the 
ing the elements of the wing structure positioned ahead of planform of the wing 10. In addition, the partial-span slot 
and behind the full-span slot. Such support brackets typi- need not extend entirely to the wing tip. Instead, the partial- 
cally interrupt the entrance of a full-span slot on the lower span slot may extend essentially to the wing tip but stop 
wing surface but do not interrupt the exit of the full-span slot when tip effects obscure the improved perfonnance provided 
on the upper wing surface. FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary 5s by the slot. 
full-span slot 112 extending %om a wing root 114 to a wing The particular chordwise location for the partial-span slot 
tip 116. 12 as well as for, the full-span slot 112 (FIG. 2) will likely 
As used herein, “transonic cruise condition” refers to and be determined at least in part by considedons such as the 
includes a relatively high-speed phase of a wing such that particular low-speed control surfaces and the integration of 
the airflow past the wing contains localized regions of 60 other elements such as fuel tanks and landing gear into the 
supersonic flow as shown, for example, in FIGS. 3, 4. and planform of the wing. In one exemplary embodiment, the 
5. In other words, the wing is cruising at a relatively chordwise location of each slot 12 and 112 is located at 
high-speed that is within or near its transonic drag rise or about seventy percent (70%) to about ninety percent (90%) 
near the high-speed buffet boundary. In addition, ‘’transonic chord. 
conditions” as used herein refers to and includes one or more 65 In use, each slot 12 and 112 allows a portion of the air 
phas@s) cf %gh? in whick tlx v;&g is operating, but cot ficwkg dmg z lwzer sxrEace 18 of the leading &foil 
necessarily cniising, within or near its transonic drag rise or element 36,136 to split and flow over an upper surface 20. 
US 7,048,228 B2 
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120 of the trailing airfoil elment 38,138. In doing so, the ments of the invention. In addi t io~ it should be noted that 
slot at least delays boundary-layer separation and pushes the embodiments of the invention should not be construed as 
shock waves generated by the supersonic airflow further aft limited to wings having inboard portions that do not become 
on the wing. The effect (“the slot effect”) that the presence Mach number critical during cruise. Indeed, it is anticipated 
of a slot has on the supersouic airflow (represented by the 5 that embodiments of the invention will be applicable to a 
regions B) and shock wave location (represented by solid wide range of wings includnig, but not limited to: wings 
lines A) across an upper wing surface can be seen by having inboard portions that become Mach number critical 
comparing FIGS. 3 (un-slotted wing), 4 (partial-span slotted during cruise and wings having inboard portions that do not 
wing), and 5 (full-span slotted wing). This “slot effect” become Mach number critical during cruise. 
improves performance of the wing during the transonic 10 Although the partial-span slotted wing 10 is shown and 
condition as described below. described as having a single un-slotted wing region 22 and 
The manner in which the “slot effect” prevents, or at least a single slotted wing region 24, such is not required. The 
delays, boiudary-layer separation is described below and in partial-span slotted wing 10 may be provided with any 
detail in U.S. Pat. No. 6,293.497 entitled ‘*L4irplane with limber of (Le., one or more) un-slotted wing regions 22 and 
Unswept Slotted Cruise Wing Airfoil”. The contents of U.S. 15 any number of slotted wing regions 24 each of which may 
Pat. No. 6,293,497 are incorporated herein by reference in include any number of slots without departing from the spirit 
their entirety as if fully set forth herein. and scope of the iuvention. Transitioning between slotted 
With further reference to FIG. 1, the partial-span slotted and un-slotted wing regions 22 and 24 may occur multiple 
wing 10 comprises at least one wing region 22 that does not times across the semi-span of a wing with the particular 
define a slot and at least one other region 24 that does define 20 requirements of the wing design likely dictating whether 
at least one partial-span slot 12. For ease of identification more than one un-slotted wing region andor more than one 
and presentation and not for purposes of litation. the wing slotted wing region will be used. For example, another 
region 22 will also be referred to as the un-slotted wing embodiment of the partial-span slotted wing includes an 
region 22 because the un-slotted wing region 22 does not iuboard uu-slotted wing region, a niedial slotted wing 
define a slot, whereas the wing region 24 will also be 25 region, and another un-slotted wing region disposed 
referred to as the slotted wing region 24 because the slotted between the wing tip and the slotted wing region. 
wing region 24 does define at least one partial-span slot 12. FIG. 6 illustrates the airfoil sections at the planform break 
It should be noted, however, that either or both of the wing 32 of the leading and trailing airfoil elements 36 and 38 of 
regions 22 and 24 may comprise any number of @e., one or the wing 10. The leading airfoil element 3-6 includes an 
more) slots, some of which may be created only upon 30 upper surface 40, a lower surface 42, a leading edge 44, and 
deployment of high lift devices andor stability and control a trailing edge 46. Similarly, the trailing airfoil element 38 
devices such as slats, ailerons, flaps. spoilers, etc. also includes an upper surface 48, a lower surface 50. a 
-4s shown, the un-slotted wing region 22 is disposed leading edge 52, and a trailing edge 54. The partial-span slot 
spanwise between the semi-span stations 26 and 28, whereas 12 is defined between the trailing edge 46 of the leading 
the slotted wing region 24 is disposed between the semi- 35 airfoil element 36 and the leading edge 52 of the trailing 
span stations 28 and 30. The semi-span stations 26, 28, and airfoil element 38. The cross-section of the partial-span slot 
30 coincide with the wing root 14, a planform break 32, and 12 is shown as the gap or space separatiug the trailing edge 
the wing tip 16, respectively. although such is not reqified. 46 of the leading airfoil element 36 fiom the leading edge 52 
The slotted wing region 24 can be provided only at the of the trailing airfoil element 38. D ~ i h g  flight, the partial- 
r e ~ o n s  of the wing that will become Mach number critical 40 span slot 12 allows a portion of the air flowing along the 
at a relatively high cruising speed. Aprocess for detennining lower surface 42 of the leading airfoil element 36 to split and 
which portions of a wing will become Mach critical during flow over the upper surface 48 of the trailing airfbil element 
cruise is described below. The remaining wing regions ’ 38. 
where the Mach number is not going to become critical may With further reference to FIG. 6, a portion of the leading 
comprise the un-slotted wing regions 22. 45 airfoil element 36 overlaps or overhangs a portion of the 
In the present example. the un-slotted wing region 22 is trailing airfoil element 38. -4ccordingly, the sum of the 
shown to be disposed inboard of the planform break 32 (e.g., chords of the leading and trailing airfoil elements 36 and 38 
adjacent the fuselage). To allow for retraction of the landing exceed one hundred percent (100%) of the chord of the 
gear for comercial aircrafi, the inboard regions of the slotted wing region 24 (Le., the distance separating the 
commercial aircraft’s wings are typically sized with rela- 50 extreme leadhg edge 56 h m  the extreme trailing edge 34). 
tively long chords. With the relatively long chords, the In at least one embodiment, the gap is minimized but 
associated wave drag is usually minimal for the inboard sufiiciently sized such that the boundary layer along the 
portiom because the airfoils have relatively low sectional lift lower surface 42 of the leading airfoil element 36 does not 
coefficients (C,) as compared to that of the entire commercial mix or beconie confluent with the boundary layer over the 
aircrafl wing. If the inboard portions do not become Mach 55 upper surface 48 of the trailing airfoil element 38. 
number critical during cruise, then the increases in Mach FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional side view of the un-slotted 
number capability provided by the partial-span slot 12 are wing region showing the airfoil section 64 at the semi-span 
not necessarily needed there. Accordingly, the un-slotted station 26 overlaying the airfoil section 66 of the un-slotted 
wing region 22 may be disposed at the inboard wing portions wing region 22 at the semi-span station28 or planform break 
that do not become Mach number critical during cruise to 60 32. As a result of the backward sweep and taper of the 
avoid or mitigate the profile drag penalty associated with the un-slotted wing region 22, the leading and trailing edges 68 
use of a partial-span slot m-here increased Mach number and 70 of the root airfoil section 64 may be disposed forward 
capability is not needed during cnuse. In addition, the use of of the leading and trailing edges 72 and 74 of the airfoil 
the un-slotted wing region 22 for the inboard portion allows section 66 at the planform break 32. 
a more conventional high-lii system (e.g.. conventional 65 FIG. 8 is cross-sectional side view of the slotted wing 
fkps and slats) :G be ased oii &e b b o d  portion of the wifig rcgion 24 showiag its !eaCig ~d trai!ing airfoil sectioas 35 
10, which is an additional advantage provided by embodi- and 38 at the planform break 32, as shown in FIG. 6, 
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overlaying the airfoil section 66 of the un-slotted wing 
region 22 at the planform break 32. as shown in FIG. 7. At 
the planform break 32, the leading edge 72 of the un-slotted 
wing region 22 -itions relatively smoothly into the 
e m m e  lading edge 56 ofthe 
trailing edge 46 of the 
w% region 24 m i t i o m  relatively smoothly into the upper 
surface of the un-slotted wing region 22 at the planform 
plauform break 32, the e*me trailing 
shown, a hailing portion of the main wing element 136 
overlaps or overhangs a leading portion of the flaps and 
ailerons 138,138'. 
Either or both of the flaps 138 and ailerons 138'  an be 
wing region 24, The 5 Coupled to actuator Structure to allow the Slot 112 to be 
trimmed for the particular flight conditions of the wing 110. 
BY way of example, the act~ator used for a411st@ 
and -ing the slot fl2 m y  com??~se the flap actuator 
s ~ 1 c h . 1 ~  disclosed in US. pat. NO. 5,788,190. 
wing portion 58 of the 
32. fiso 
+e 34 of the 
from the trailing edge 74 of the un-slotted wing region 22 by 
wing region 24 is downward io It should be noted that other m g e m e n t s  for the partial- span slot, the full-span slot and trailing edge systems (e.g.. 
flaps, ailerons, spoilers, etc.) are possible. For example, an 
Partial-'Pan 
amozult to 'low the air passing through the 
edge 
another embodiment includes a v m e - m ~  system in which 
&e slot is defined betwen the vale and &e main flap. with l2 to pass above the extreme 
34 of the slotted wing region 24. 15 the vane ahead of the slot and the main flap behind the slot. 
The partial-span slot 12 may begin rather abruptly at the In at least some embodiments, a closable full-span or 
planform break 32. That is, the gap which separates the partial-span slot is provided that can be closed when the 
trailing edge 46 of the leading airfoil element 36 from the flight conditions warrant it (e.g., low-speed phases such as 
leading edge 52 of the trailing airfoil element 38 is not takeoff, landing, climbing, etc.). Closing the slot mitigates 
tapered and does not gradually increase in size from the 20 the skin friction drag penalty associated with the slot. During 
planform break 32. .4ccordingly, there is not a relatively high-speed flight conditions (e.g.. transonic cruise condi- 
smooth transition from the un-slotted wing region 22 to the tions), the slot would be partially or fully open. 
slotted wing region 24 at the planform break 32 where the In other embodiments, the partial or full-span slot can be 
partial-span 12 begins. It should be noted, however, that a permanent feature of the wing such that the slot is not 
other embodiments may include a partial-span slot 12 that 2s dependent upon the manner in which the various compo- 
begins gradually or is tapered such that the un-slotted wing nents (e.g., flaps, ailerons, slats, spoilers, other high lift 
region 22 transitions relatively smoothly to the slotted wing devices, other stability and control devices, etc.) comprising 
region 24 at the planform break 32 wheE the partial-span the wing are positioned or configured (e.g., fully deployed, 
slot 12 is located. partially deployed, stowed). The presence of the slot may be 
In at least one embodiment, the gap at the planform break 30 kd'Tendeut of the a i ~ r a f f ' s  flight Phase (e4h lauding, 
32 is sealed, for example, with a plate (not shown). The plate taking 0% Clhb% PerfO-llg a ~ a n e ~ v e r .  CniiShg, flying 
may be planar and be disposed across the gap such that the level, accelerating, decelerating, etc.). For exrunple, the slot 
plate lines up with the direction of flight. can be implemented as a fixed opening within the moveable 
ne partial-span slot 12 may be defined between a main parts of the flaps and ailerons such that the slot remains 
such as a flap 60, aileron, spoiler, etc. h an exemplary andretracted. 
embo&ment, the partial-spau slot 12 is defined between the FIG. 13 illustrates an exemplary embdiment of a swept 
slot 12 thus allows The slot 212 is defined between bailing edge 246 of the 
a portion of the air flowing along the lower surface 42 of the 40 leading airfoil element 236 and the leading edge 252 of the 
main wing 58 to split and flow over the upper surface trailing airfoil element 238. whereas the slot 212' is defined between trailing edge 246' of the leading airfoil element 236' 
and the leading edge 252' of the trailing airfoil element 238'. 48 of the flap 60. 
wing podon 58 and a high lift or coll&ol device 35 sllbstantially Open when the Parts are 
&.ling edge 46 main 58 and the leading Wing 210 that includes two partial-S&XUl Slots 212 md 212'. 
52 ofthe flap 60. me 
The 6o be Operatively associated with active FIG. 14 illuswtes mother embodiment of a swept wing 
45 310 &at hclu&s two partial-spm slots 312 md 312'. n e  control SYSbm 61 (FIG. 12). which in is 
associated with actuator structure, such as the flap actuator slot 312 is &fined between a edge 346 leading 
structure disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,788,190 entitled "Slot- airfoil element 336 and a leading edge 352 of trailillg 
5,788,190 are incorporated herein by reference in their &ailing edge 346' leading airfoil elemnt 336' and the 
entirety as if fully set forth herein. 
actuator StruCt~e is co@ed to the flap 60 and the FIG. 15 illustrates another embodiment of a swept wing 
main Wk3 Pofiion 58 for moving the flap 60 relative to the 410 that includes a slot having a plurality of segments 412. 
main W k 3  Portion 58 to allow for deployment ofthe h P  60 412', 412" each of which is independently adjustable. As 
mdh to trim the slot 12 for the flight condition. For shown, each slot segment 412,412'. 412" is defined between 
example, the fb 60 DY be moved betwen a fully- 5s a trailing edge 452, 452'. 452" of the main wing structural 
deployed position (not shown) for landing or takeoff con- box 436 a d  a leading edge 446,446', 446'' of an indepen- 
ditions and a Stowed position 62, which is associated with &ndy movable high lift or stability and control device 438, 
cruise conditions. o r  for example, the flap 60 can be moved 4381, 438". Each device 438, 4381, 438'1 is coupled to 
to  WOW or widen the slot 12, the flap 60 can be raised or a a t o r  smicme, such as the flap actuator s m m e  
bWered to change the relafive height Of the flap 60 to the 60 described in US. Pat. No. 5788,190. The actuator structure 
min Wing Podon 58, andfor the flap 60 can be rotated to can independently move the device 438,438', 438" relative 
adjust the m@e O r  Pitch bemeen the flap 60 and the main to the main wing portion 436 to adjust and trim the slot 
wing portion 58. segments 412, 412'. and 412" for the wing's 410 particular 
Iu FIG. 2, the wing l l 0  includes the fiill-span slot 112 flight conditions. 
which is defined between the trailing edge 146 of main wing 65 In another fonn, the invention provides methods for flying 
s t w k r d  ''box" or element 136 md &e leading edge 152, rn aircraft ~ h g .  ?Eoce e=boc!iaat, a method g e n e d y  
152' of the inboard flaps and outboard ailerons 138,138'. -4s includes trimming a slot dehed between a leading airfoil 
ted 'IWise Edge ofU.S. pat. No. airfoil element 338, whereas the slot 312' is defined between 
50 leading edge 352' of the trailing airfoil element 338'. 
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element and a trailiig airfoil element during at least one Metacomp Technologies, Inc. of .4goura, Calif.; and 
transonic condition so as to achieve a p e r f o r m e  improve- NSAERO available fiom Analytical Methods, Inc. of Red- 
ment in the transonic condition. TTimming the slot may mond, Wash. 
include one or more of the following actions: adjusting a gap The perfonnance of the partial-span slotted coufiguration 
sepamting the leading and trailing airfoil elements, the gap 5 was analyzed theoretically with computational fluids 
defining the slot; adjusting a relative height between the dynamics (CFD) studies and verified in wind tunnel testing 
leading aud trailing airfoil elements; and adjusting an angle to provide a performance improvement over a conventional 
between the leading and trailing airfoil element. In an transonic wing design. With regard to the CFD modeling, 
exemplary embodiment, the leadmg and trailing airfoil two-dimensional research and analysis has been performed 
elements respectively include a main wing portion and a flap 10 on two-dimensional slotted airfoil designs for a number of 
assembly, and trimming the slot includes actuating the flap years and accordingly is known in the art. In FIG. 17, there 
assembly. In at least some embodiments, the method may is shown a CFD solution representative of the airflow or 
further include closing, or at least minimizing the width of, pressure fields around a two-dimensional slotted airfoil 
the slot if the flight conditions warrant it, such as during design 80. 
subsonic conditions (e.g., takeoff. hding,  climb, etc.). Because CFD has not been extended, applied, nor made 
In another embodiment, a method for flying an aircraft viable to three dimensional slotted wings, embodiments of 
wing generally includes using at least oue slot defined by the tlie invention involved developing, optimizing and using 
wing to divert a portion of the air flowing along a lower certain tools and processes for performing detailed three- 
surface of the wing to split and flow over an upper surface dimensional CFD design and analyses on slotted wings. 
of the wing during at least one transonic condition of the 20 Further. and as described below, aspects of the invention 
wing. Diverting the air prevents. or at least delays, the also involved validating the CFD output with wind tunnel 
airAow separation that would occur to add drag at the testing. 
transonic condition so as to achieve a performance improve- As shown in FIGS. 3,4. and 5, the CFD output includes 
nient in the transonic condition. It should be noted, liowever, niodeling representative of tlie shock waves and regious of 
that the air diversion need not necessarily occur during all 25 supersonic flow across a wing at mid-muse lift coefficient 
flight phases. For example, the method may further comprise and Mach. Specifically, FIGS. 3,4,5 respectively illustrate 
closing, or at least minimizing the width of, the slot if the the shock location and regions of supersonic flow across an 
flight conditions w m t  it, such as during subsonic condi- upper surface of a conventional wing. a partial-span slotted 
tious (e.g., takeoff, landing, climb. etc.). In addition, the wing, and a full-spau slotted wing at mid-cruise lift coeffi- 
method may also include opening the slot when the wing is 30 cient and Mach. 
at or near a transonic condition. .4dditionally, the method Referring now to FIGS. 18.4 and 18B. there is shown a 
may also include trimming the slot for the flight condition of finite element model of a partial-span slotted wing 82. As 
the wing. shown, the partial-span slotted wing 82 includes a partial- 
In a further embodiment. a method for flying an aircraft span slot 84 with flap brackets 85. In FIG. 18B, the flap 
wing is provided in which the aircraft wing includes a main 35 brackets 85 are shown in greater detail. 
wing portion, a flap assembly, and at least one slot defined In FIG. 19A, the CFD output includes modeling repre- 
between the main wing portion and the flap assembly during sentative of the airflow or pressure fields over a lower wing 
cruise. The m&od generally includes actuating the flap surface of a partial-span slotted wing 87 that includes flap 
assembly during cruise to trim the flap assembly so as to brackets 88. In FIG. 19B, the CFD output includes modeling 
achieve a performance improvement during cruise. 40 representative of the airflow or pressure contours over a 
The portions of a wing that will become Mach critical will lower wing surface of a partial-span slotted wing 87‘ that 
depend at least in part on the wing planform, the thickness does not iuclude flap brackets. Accordingly. comparison of 
distribution, and the spanwise distribution of aerodynamic FIGS. 19A and 19B allows for determination of the effect 
load (&e spadoad). To reliably determine which wing that the presence and absence of flap brackets have on lower 
portions will become Mach critical, computational modeling 45 wing surface pressures. 
having a high degree of fidelity can be used, with such Using the three-dimensional CFD tools and processes 
modeling includiug compressibility effects in full, non- described herein, it was determined that the partial-span 
hear form and the effects of the viscoudturbulent boundary slotted wing when compared to a conventional transonic 
layer and wakes. Various levels of simplifying approxh-  wing improved Mach (AM) at cruise by 0.025 and improved 
tions can also be included within the computer modeling, 50 aerodynamic efficiency (AMLJD) by -1.0%. It should be 
such as methods based on boundary-layer approximation noted that these values (i.e., 0.025 and -1.0%) are set forth 
(coupled inviscidhouudary-layer methods) and Navier- in this description for purposes of illustration ody  and 
Stokes codes which are not “full” but instead employ some should not be construed to limit the scape of the invention. 
level of simplification (e.g., “thin layer” approximation in In addition, these values were obtained by using a CFD 
which some viscous tern with minor effects are omitted). 55 model which included a partial-span slotted wingl a body 
CFD analysis codes based on “flow solvers” are available and a vertical tail and a CFD model which included a 
which can be used to determine the flow characteristics conventional trausouic wing model, a body and a vertical 
about a given aerodynamic shape. Thus, when the shape of tail. Neither of the two CFD models included a horizontal 
a particular wing is known, analysis can determine, for tail, engine uacelles or struts. 
example, the degree of Mach criticality of the different 60 The three-dimensional CFD design and analyses tools and 
portions of the wing or the overall aerodynamic performance processes and the results provided thereby were validated 
of the wing. Exemplary CFD analysis computer software of with transonic wind tunnel teshg. More specifically, vari- 
the coupled inviscidhoundary-layer type is MGAERO ous wind tunnel tests were performed to demonstrate the 
available from Aualytical Methods, lnc. of Redmond, Wash. delta Mach (AM) at cruise for the partial-span slotted wing 
Exemplary CFD analysis computer s o h a r e  of the Navier- 65 versus a conventional transonic wing desieo, to determine 
STDkes y p e  i d x k  F!L%NFB avaihb!e f+sm F!wd hc.  relative aerodyx~mk perhmEce (AMLID) for the pztiid- 
Coporahon of Lebanon, N.H.; CFD++@ available from span slotted wing versus a conventional transonic wing 
15 
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design, to determine aircraft integration ef€ects due to number (Mdd) that cannot be realized with an un-slotted 
nacelle integration and trim drag, and to assess the accuracy conventional airfoil because of the boundary-layer separa- 
and reliability of the three-dimensional CFD analyses. tion that would occur during transonic conditions. 
FIGS. 9 and 10 summarize certain wind tunnel test Aspects of the invention also allow for the use of a 
results. To create FIG. 9. the wind tunnel test models s conventional or un-slotted wing region at the portions of a 
included wings (either a partial-span slotted wing or a wing where the Mach number will not become critical. if 
conventional lransonic wing), a body, and a vertical tail but any. For example, if it has been determined that the inboard 
not a horizontal tail, engine nacelles or struts. To create FIG. portion of a wing will not become Mach number critical 
10, however, the wind tunnel test models were full-up during cruise, the skin friction drag penalty associated with 
configurations that included wings (either a partial-span io the slot can be avoided or mitigated by using an un-slotted 
slotted wing or a conventional transonic wing), a body, wing region for the inboard portion. In addition, the use of 
vertical and horizontal tails, engine nacelles. and struts. the conventional or nn-slotted wing region for the inboard 
The wind tunnel testing and the computational fluid portion of the wing allows for the use of a conventional 
dynamics studies were focused or directed towards aerody- high-lift system (e.g., conventional flaps and slats) to be 
namic performance. To ensure that the improvements in is used inboard as well. 
aerodynamic performance would be directly transferable, Even though fuel consumption may essentially remain the 
restrictions and constraints on the wing design were put in same for an aircraft provided with a slotted wing, the 
place which ensured that the aerodynamic improvements did increased cruising speeds or Mach capabilities of the aircraft 
not come at the expense of a degradation in performance in does provide other efficiencies. For example, airlines can 
other disciplines or areas. For example, the modifications 20 reduce trip times by cruising or flying at the increased 
bringing about the aerodynamic performance improvement airspeeds allowed by the slotted wing before the transonic 
would not come at the expense of stn~ctural weight drag rise sets in. Besides being a most certain benefit to the 
increases. Under these constraints. the partial-span slotted airlines' passengers, the quicker flights will also benefit the 
wing increxised the cruise speed by a significant amount airlines by way of operating cost reductions. For example, 
while providiug acceptable high-lift ,and handling charac- 2s shorter dumtional flights require less flight crew time and 
terktics and at least maintaining a comparable aerodynamic thus less employee pay for the flight crew. Iu addition. 
efficiency (MLD) and range to that of a conventional because required overhaul maintenance is usually based on 
transonic wing design at its cruise design speed It is the number of flight hoours an aircraft has, quicker flights will 
anticipated that the level of improvement provided by also make overhaul maintenances less frequent and thus less 
embodiments of the invention can be increased when the 30 costly. 
aforementioned constraints that were placed on the initial U.S. Pat. No. 6,293.497 describes the physical factors 
design are removed. Partial-span slotted wings will likely limiting the perfonname of transonic cruise airfoils and the 
allow for even greater improvement in aircraft efficiency tradeoffs involved in maximizing the performance of tran- 
when a formal inter-disciplinary trade study is performed. sonic cruise airfoils. The performance of an airfoil in tran- 
Regarding performance improvements to the wing's oper- 3s sonic cruise applications can be characterized by the fol- 
ating conditions durhg transonic conditions, embodiments lowing four basic measures: 
of the invention allow for any one of or a combination of the 1) The airfoil thickness, usually expressed as the maxi- 
following to be achieved: an increase in the cruise speed or mumthickness ratio (maximiun thickness divided by 
critical Mach number for the wing. an increase in lift for the chord length). Thickness is beneficial because it pro- 
wing, an increase in thickness for the wing, andor mainte- 40 vides the room needed for fuel and mechanical systems 
nance of Mach number capability at a lower wing .sweep and because a wing structure with greater depth can be 
angle. A more detailed description of the physical factors lighter for the same strength. 
limiting the performance of transonic cniise airfoils and an 2) The speed or Mach number at the preferred operating 
explanation of how a designer can trade the technology condition. The Mach number capability of the airfoil, 
improvement in technology level for iurprovements in wing 45 modified by a factor related to the sweep angle of the 
thickness, speed, lift, or drag, or a combination thereof is wing, contributes directly to the cruise speed of the 
provided below. airplane. 
The slot can be used to increase drag-divergence Mach 3) The lift coefficient at the preferred operating conditjon. 
number (Ma) capability of a wing of given sweep, lift Increased lift coefficient is advantageous because it 
coefficient, and thickness distribution while improving, or at 50 could allow increased weight (e.g., more fuel for longer 
least maintaining a comparable, a e r o d y d c  efficiency range) or a higher cruise altitude. 
(ML/D) and range for the wing during cruising flight. 4) The drag coefficient at the preferred operating condi- 
Aerodynamic efficiency, which is calculated by multiplying tion and at other operating conditions that would be 
the hhch number by lift and dividing by drag (MUD), is a encountered in the mission of an airplane. Reducing the 
non-dimensional performance measure that is of particular 5s drag reduces fuel consumption and increases range. 
importauce to long rang aircraft. 4 wing having at least one Other measures such as the pitching-moment character- 
slot to improve cruise performance can be flown at a higher istics and the lift capability at low Mach numbers are also 
cruise speed before the transonic drag rise begins. significant, but are less important than the basic four. 
The ability of the slot to prevent, or at least delay, Together, the four basic performance measures define a 
boundary-layer or airflow separation allows the airfoil(s) 60 level of perfonnance that is often referred to as the "tech- 
used for the wing to be designed to produce a pressure nology level" of an airfoil. The four basic performance 
distribution in the transonic regime. with the upper-surface measures impose confficting requirements on the designer in 
suction level reduced (i.e., a less-negative pressure coeffi- the sense that design changes intended to improve one of the 
cient on the upper surface) and the shock and subsequent measures tend to penalize at least one of the other thee. A 
pressure recovery moved aft, compared to a conventional 65 good or optimal des ip  for a given application therefore 
aiiioil. The pressxre distribxtion +&at is made possible by &e .xqiis Facling a favorable compromise b&vecn the fc-x 
presence of the slot provides a higher drag-divergence Mach measures, evaluated in terms of the overall performance of 
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the air& on which the airfoil is used. It should be noted in tenns of the pressure coefficient (Cp) on a negative scale, 
that the compromises involved in designing airfoils for as shown in FIG. 16.4 (extracted &om US. Pat. No. 6,293, 
higher technology levels as determined by the above four 497). For reference, the shape of the airfoil 101 is shown jnst 
measures may not always Provide the best or optimal below the pressure-distribution plot. On the Cp scale show% 
technology level for the aircraft overall because a higher 5 cp+ is the static pressure. of the freesw- flow far from 
technology level can incur penalties in tenns of maximum the airfoil, which is to be at a subsonic speed. At 
lift, handling qualities, or smaller margin to buEet. each point on the surface, the value of Cp, in addition to 
sOmehes a more restricted assessment Of defining the pressure. corresponds to a particular value of the 
level is made based On Only the first three Of the above flow velocity just outside the thin viscous boundary layer on 
In this the lwei Of an the surface. Negative Cp (above the horizontal axis) repre- 
can be from where the cruise  sen^ lower pressure lcgha velocity than the freestream 
Operahg while positive Cp (below the horizontal axis) corresponds to 
ficient (cl), and Mach (M)- To reduce a in Cp corresponds to and is shown by 
lies ill a thre-diI.nensional space, which 
is defined by maximum-thickness ratio (tmadc). lift coef- 
three dimensions to a single “level”, an additional assump- 15 the dotted line 89. 
tion or rule is needed for which the following equation can 
be used: 
higher pressure and lower velocity. A particular level of 
The lower curve 90 on the pressure-distribution plot 
represents the pressure. on the lower surface 91. or high- 
pressure. side, aud the upper curve 92 represents pressure on 
The above equation is based on assumptions about what 20 the upper surface 93. The Vertical diStance bemeen the two 
constitutes an equal level of technology and provides a Curves indicates the Presswe difference between the Upper 
mems for relating the and lower surfaces 93 and 91, and the area between the two 
airfoils having the s m e  technology level. The constants -1 curves is proportional to the total lift generated by the airfoil. 
and -% are based on historical data (Le., on comparisons of Note that near the leading edge there is a fighlY Positive 
airfoils mnsidereij to be comparable in technology level). It 25 spike in the c p  distribution 94 at What iS Called the “Sag- 
should be noted, however, that the constants -1 and + are nation point” 95, where the ollcoming flow first “attaches” 
exemplary only and that other suitable constants can also be to the airfoil Surface, and the flow Velocity Outside the 
employed in the above equation. boundary layer is zero. Also, note that the upper and lower 
the techology levels of two airfoils, an surface Cp distributions come together at the trailing edge 
exemplq procedure uses the above equation to adjust both 3o 96, definiug a single value of CP 97 that is almost always 
airfoils to a Cornon pint in then slightly positive. This level of Cp at the trailing edge has an 
compares the resulting Mach numbers. The difference in hpofiant impact On the flow physics. Because the trailing 
technology level of the two airfoils can thus be expressed as edge CP is dictated P ~ a r i l y  by the overall airfoil thickness 
distribution, and the thickness is generally constrained by a a difference in Mach. 
hother  way of the 35 number of structural and a e r o d y d c  factors. trailing edge 
levels of is to plot the kag-rise cunres (drag coef- Cp is soniething over which the designer has relatively little 
ficient versus Mach munber at constant lift coefficient). Such COntrOl. -4WaY from the 1m&g edge SBWtion Point and the 
cines can be used to show that the low-hg operating range wailing edge, the designa* by 
slotted airfoil (shown just below the pressire-&stri- nnldl mc3I-e Control over the Pressure distribution- 
bution plot in FIG. 16B) extends to a higher Mach number 40 For a Riven airfoil thickness and Mach nmber, the 
than the single-element airfoil (shown just below the pres- problem of achieving a high technology level boils down to 
sure-distribiition plot in FIG. 16A), with slightly higher lift the problem of maximiziug the lift consistent with a low 
and the s m e  Gckness. Ofcourse the slotted airfoil could be drag level. Increasing the lift solely by increasing the lower 
redesigned to use this technology advantage for purposes surface pressure is generally not possible without reducing 
other than higher speed, for example, to achieve even higher 45 airfoil thickness. Thus the designer’s task is to reduce the 
lift at the same speed as the single-element airfoil. upper surface pressure so as to produce as much lift as 
.4t any given technology level, it is generally possible to possible. but to do SO without causing a large increase in 
design a wide range of individual airfoils tailored to different drag. In th is  regard, the pressure distribution shown in FIG. 
preferred operating conditions and representing different 15A is typical of advanced design practice. The operating 
wa&-offs between the four basic p e r f o m c e  measures. For jo condition shown is close to the preferred operating condition 
example, one airfoil could have a higher operatkg Mach that might be used for the early cruise portion of an airplane 
nlimber than another. but at the expense of lower lift and mission. The drag at this condition is reasonably low. but at 
higher drag. Given modem c o m p ~ t a t i o ~  fluid dwa&cs higher Mach numbers andlor lift coefficients. the drag would 
tools, designing different airfoils at a given technology level increase rapidly. 
is generally a straightforward task for a competent designer. 55 Note that the upper surface Cp 92 over the front half of the 
On the other hand, improving the technology level, say by airfoil 101 is above the dotted line 89. indicating that the 
improving one of the basic performance measures without flow there is mildly supersonic. Just aft of midchord, this 
penalizing any of the other thee, tends to be more difficult. supersonic zone is terminated by a weak shock, indicated on 
and the more advanced the technology level one starts with. the surface as a sudden increase in Cp 98 to a value 
the more difficult the task becomes. Starting with an airfoil 60 characteristic of subsonic flow. The Cp distribution in the 
that is at a technology level representative of the current supersonic zone 99 is deliberately made almost flat, with 
state of the art. it can be extremely difficult to h d  significant only an extremely gradual pressure rise, in order to keep the 
improvements. shock from becoming stronger and causing increased drag at 
The main factors that limit performance are associated other operating conditions. The shock is followed by a 
with the physics of the flow over the upper surface of the 65 gradual pressure increase 100. referred to as a “pressure 
airhi!. To imderstand these factors. it helps to look at a recovery”, to a dight!y positive Cp 97 at the trzikg edge. 
typical transonic cruise airfoil pressure distribution, plotted The location of the shock and the pressure distribution in the 
AM=[-1 (A~mnx/c)]+[-’h(AC‘,?)] 
con&tions of any 
T~ 
and c1 
the has 
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recovery region are carefully tailored to strike a balance 2) The upper- and lower-surface boundary layers on the 
between increased lift and increased drag. forward element 560 combine at the trailing edge 565 
Trying to increase the lift will tend to move the airfoil to form a wake that flows above the upper surface 564 
away tiom this favorable balance and increase the drag. For of the aft element and that remains effectively distinct 
example, one way of adding lift would be to move the shock 5 fkom the bonndary layer that forms on the upper surface 
98 aft. This, however, would require a steeper recovery of the aft element. Over the aft part of the aft element 
(because the immediate post shock Cp and the trailing edge 561, this wake is subjectedto a strong pressure rise 575. 
Cp are both essentially fixed), which would cause the 576, but vigorous turbulent mixing makes the wake 
viscous boundary layer to grow thicker or even to separate very resistant to flow reversal. 
from the surface, either of which would result ina significant io  3) The boundary layer on the upper surface 564 of the aft 
drag increase. The other way to increase lift would be to element 561 has only a short distance over which to 
lower the pressnre ahead ofthe shock even further (move the grow, starting at the stagnation point 572 near the 
Cp curve 99 upward over the forward part of the airfoil and leading edge of the aft element, so it is very thin when 
increase the supersonic flow velocity there), but this would it encounters the h a 1  weak shock 576 and pressure 
increase the pressure jump across the shock, which would 15 recovery 575, and is able to remain attached. With 
result in an increase in the so-called shock drag. For single- regard to its pressure distribution and boundary-layer 
element transonic airfoils at the current state of the art, this development, the aft element 561 is, in effect, a sepa- 
compromise between lift and drag has reached a hi& level rate airfoil in its own right, with a‘weak shock and 
of refinement such that it is unlikely that any large improve- pressure recovery begiming at about the mid-point of 
ment in technology level remains to be made. its own chord, for which we would expect attached flow 
The shape and resulting pressure distribution of a slotted to be possible. 
transonic cruise airfoil 523 is shown in FIG. 16B (extracted The upper-surface pressure distribution of FIG. 16B is a 
from US. Pat. No. 6,293,497). The airfoil 523 consists of relatively extreme example of what the slot effect makes 
two elements (a forward element 560 and an aft element possible. A range of less-extreine pressure distributions 
561) separated by a curved chanuel(562, the slot) through 25 intermediate between that shown in FIG. 16B and the 
which air generally flows from the lower surface 584 to the single-element pressure distriiution of FIG. 1M can also 
upper surface 564. In this example, the slot lip (565, the take advantage of die slot effect. The shock on the forward 
trailing edge of the forward element) is just aft of 80 percent element 560 does not have to be all the way back at the slot 
of the overall chord from the leading edge, and the overlap lip 565, and there does not have to be a supersonic zone on 
of the elements is about 3 percent of the overall chord. 30 the upper surface 564 of the aft element 561. 11 fact, the 
Pressure distributions are shown for both elements. so that airfoil of FIG. 16B displays a sequence of such intermediate 
the pressure distributions overlap where the airfoil elements pressure distributions when operating at lower Mach num- 
overlap. .As with the conventional airfoil, the upper curves bers and lift coefficients than the condition shown. The slot 
566,567 give the Cp distributions on the upper surfaces 564, effect is still needed to prevent flow separation at these other 
583, and the lower curves 5G8, 569 give CP on the lower 35 conditions. 
surfaces 584, 570. Note that there are two stagnation points The pressure distribution on the lower surface contributes 
571,572 and their corresponding high-pressure spikes 573, to the technology level of the slottedairfoil523 of FIG. 16B. 
574, one on each element, where the oncoming flow attaches Compare the pressure distribution 568 on the lower surface 
to the surface near each of the leading edges. 584 of the forward element 560 of the slotted airfoil 523 
To begin the consideration of the flow physics, note that 40 with the corresponding pressure distribution 90 on the lower 
the preferred operating condition for the slotted airfoil 523 surface 91 of the single-element airfoil 101 ofFIG. 16A. The 
(shown just below the pressure-distribution plot in FIG. flatter pressure distribution on the slotted airfoil 523 results 
16B) is faster than that of the sin&-element airfoil 101 in less curvature of the lower surface of the airfoil 523 and 
(shown just below the pressure-distribution plot in FIG. greater depth of the airfoil 523 at the locations where the 
16.4), and that the lift coefficient is slightly higher, while 45 front and rear spars of the main structural box woitld be 
both airfoils have the same effective thickness for structural placed (typically about 15 percent and 64 percent of the 
purposes. At the slotted airfoil’s operating condition, any overall chord). Flatter lower-surface skins and deeper spars 
single-element airfoil of the same thichess would have are both favorable to the structural effectiveness of the main 
extremely high drag. The slotted airfoil’s substantial advan- box structure. This advantage can be traded to improve 
tage in techuology level results &om the fact that the final 50 Mach number and lift coefficient, while keeping the struc- 
pressure recovery 575 is extremely far aft, beginniug with a tnral effectiveness (bending strength) of the wing box the 
weak shock 576 at about 90 percent of the overall chord. same as that of a single-element airfoil. 
Such a pressure distribution would be impossible on a FIG. 20 illustrates a side elevation view of a conventional 
single-element airfoil because bomdaq-layer separation airfoil 600 designed for cruise at high subsonic andor 
would surely occur, preventing the shock fkom moving that jj transonic speeds. The airfoil 600 hcludes a single-slotted 
far aft. The mechanism, loosely termed the “slot effect”. by trailing edge flap 602. In FIG. 20, the flap 602 is shown in 
which the slot prevents boundary-layer separation, combines a retracted position 604, which might be used, for example, 
several contributing factors: during cruise. In the retracted position 604, the nose 606 of 
1) The boundary layer on the upper surface 583 of the the flap 602 nests and is hidden within the contours of the 
forward element 560 is subjected to a weak shock 577 60 airfoil 600.11 this m e r ,  the airfoil 600 is provided with 
at the slot lip 565, but there is no post-shock pressure a faired and aerodynamically smooth external surface that 
recovery on the forward element. This is possible includes at most only small steps or gaps. 
because the aft element 561 induces an elevated It should be noted that the contours of the airfoil 600 and 
“dumping velocity” at the trailing edge of the forward flap 602 are for illustrative purposes only. It should also be 
element @e trailing-edge CP 578 on the forward 65 noted that is not uncommon for conventional cruise airfoils 
element is stm~gly negztive, wkerecm a single-element te hc!xide Ieadkg-edge E&-lif? devices, &thou& such 
airfoil the trailing-edge CP is generally positive). devices are not shown in FIGS. 20 through 22. 
20 
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In FIG. 21, the flap 602 is shown in a deployed position 
608, which might be used. for example, during takeoff. FIG. 
22 shows the flap 602 in another deployed position 610 but 
at a larger deflection angle than that which is shown in FIG. 
21. The deployed position 610 shown in FIG. 22 might be 5 
used, for example, during landing. 
To deploy the flap 602 fkom the retracted position 604 
(FIG. 20) into either of the deployed positions 608 (FIG. 21) 
or 610 (FIG. 22). the flap 602 is moved aft. Moving the flap 
602 aft to deploy the flap 602 opens up an cavity 612, 10 
commonly referred to as a “cove”. -4s shown in FIGS. 21 
and 22, the cavity 612 is umfaired and includes an abrupt 
lower edge 614 in the aft end 616 of the main or forward 
airfoil element 618. 
than one slot (e-g., double-slotted trailing edge flaps. etc.), it 
is typical for more than one &aired cove to be opened when 
the flap system is deployed. 
Because the presence of an unfaired cove does not sig- 
nificantly penalize high-lift performance, there has been 2o 
little incentive to configwe high-lift slots in a more aerody- 
namically eleg‘ant way. ,4t cruise, however, it has been 
observed that the presence of an uufaired cove ahead of a 
slot can cause significant, and sometimes unacceptable, drag 
penalties. Given the shapes of conventional high-lift flaps 25 
and the flap-cove regions defined by flap deployment, high- 
lift slots are usually closed during cruising flight to avoid 
incurring drag penalties arising from the flap-coves. 
present invention include airfoils having one or more slots 
defined with smoothly-faired contours and without an 
ullfaired cove. These slots include a well-faired, aerody- 
namically designed smooth channel. Eliminating the 
unfaired cove and defining the slot as a well-fair4 aero- 35 
dynamically siootli channel allows the slot to be open 
during cruise and other transonic conditions so as to achieve 
a performance improvement in the cruise or other transonic 
condition. 
described, the overall shape or contour of an airfoil can also 
be designed specifically to take advantage of the slot effect 
(the slot effect is described above). A comparison of FIGS. 
16A and 16B shows exemplary differences between the 
airfoil shapes of a slotted airfoil 523 and a conventional 45 
un-slotted airfoil 101. For example, the upper surface 583 of 
the slotted airfoil 523 is generally flatter than the upper 
surface 93 of the conventional airfoil 101, although there are 
also additional subtle differences between the airfoil shapes. 
slot) requires less aft movement of the flap t b n  the aft 
movement required to deploy a conventional single-slotted 
high-lift flap. For example, and as shown in FIGS. 20 
through 22. substantial aft movement of the conventional 
single-slotted high-lift flap 602 is required in order to open 55 
up the cove 612 sufFvAently so as not to impede airflow 
through the slot 620. On the other hand, embodiments of the 
invention include a cruise slot which remains substantially 
open even when the cnuse flap defining the cruise slot is in 
its fully retracted position, althongh the overlap between the 60 
cruise flap and the main airfoil element is preferably short. 
Because substantial aft motion of the cruise flap between its 
cnuse and high-lift positions would tend to open the cruise 
slot excessively and impair high-lift performance, aft motion 
of the cruise flap during deployment between its cruise and 65 
high-lift pos:l:ioiis is i j i d G t l y  inkhized in at leas: some 
embodiments of the invention. 
On a Conventional trailing-edge flap system having more l5 
As shown in FIGS. 6, 16B, and 17, embodiments of the 30 
In addition to providing an airfoil with a cruise slot as just 40 
Deploying a cruise flap (a flap defining at least one cruise 50 
20 
A trailing-edge high-lift system can be integrated with a 
slotted airfoil in a variety of ways. 
For those portions along the wingspan which do not 
define a cruise slot, the trailing edge high-lift system will not 
have to accommodate a cruise slot. Accordingly, any of a 
wide range of conventional high-lift flap options can be 
employed for these wing portions which do not include a 
cruise slot. 
Along the portions of the wingspan that include one or 
more cruise slots, a variety of options can be employed. For 
example, at least one embodinient includes a flap defining at 
least one cruise slot and which is also used as single-slotted 
high-lift flap through an increase in deflection angle. 
Whether defining the cruise slot or being used as a single- 
slotted high-lift flap. the same wing and flap contours r a i n  
exposed to the airflow but at different flap deflection angles. 
Some embodiments include an airfoil having at least one 
cnuse slot and at least one conventional high-lift slot, 
preferably positioned upstream of the cruise slot. In these 
embodiments, the cruise slot can also serve as high-lift slot. 
In preferred embodiments of a partial-span slotted wing. 
a cruise slot is defined along only an outboard portion of the 
wing, such as the portion extending spanwise between the 
planfomi break and the wing tip. In addition to the cruise 
slot, the outboard portion can also include a trailing-edge 
high-lift system. The cruise slot can function as the only 
high-lift slot for the outboard portion of the wing, or the 
cnuse slot can function as a high-lift slot with one or more 
other conventional high-lift slots which are defined by the 
outboard portion of the wing. 
In at least one preferred embodiment of a partial-span 
slotted wing, a cruise slot is not defined by an inboard 
portion, such as the portion extending spanwise between the 
wing root and the planform break. Instead, the inboard 
portion includes a conventional trailing-edge high-lift sys- 
tem the deployment of which opens one or more higblift 
slots and one or more unfaired coves upstream of the 
high-lift slots. During cruising flight, however, the trailing- 
edge high-lift system is preferably retracted to close the 
high-lift slots and eliminate the coves that are not stream- 
lined. 
While various preferred embodiments have been 
described. those skilled in the art will recognize modifica- 
tions or variations which might be made without departing 
fkom the inventive concept. The examples illustrate the 
invention and are not intended to limit it. Therefore. the 
description and claims should be interpreted liberally with 
only such limitation as is necessary in view of the pertinent 
prior art. 
What is claimed is: 
1. -4 swept, slotted three-dimensional airfoil having a span 
and a predetermined thee-diiensional shape tailored to 
improve transonic performance over an un-slotted airfoil. 
the airfoil coniprising: 
at least one leading airfoil element hving an upper 
surface and a lower surface; 
at least one trailing airfoil element defiuing a spanwise 
transonic cruise slot with the leading airfoil element, 
the trailing airfoil element having an upper surface and 
a lower surface. the cruise slot being positioned along 
the span at a position where the airfoil experiences 
Mach critical flow and having a predetermined three- 
dimensional shape to allow a portion of the air flowing 
along the lower surface of the leading airfoil element to 
diverge during a cruise condition to flow over the upper 
s.& 
provide the performance improvement. 
of thc tiding aL+~il c!ezent md,  thereby, ta 
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2. An aircraft wing comprising the swept airfoil of claim 17. The wing of claim 2, wherein the cruise slot is defined 
1. by at least one slotted wing region disposed between two 
3. The wing of claim 2, wherein the cruise slot includes un-slotted wing regions. 
an aerodynamically smooth channel defined between the 18. The wing of claim 2, further comprising at least one 
leading and trailing airfoil elements without an unfiiired 5 un-slotted wing region disposed between two slotted wing 
cove. regions each defining a spanwise transonic cruise slot. 
4. The Wing Of Claim 2, wherein the CnIiSe Slot is wing ofclaim 2, wherein the cruise slot is defined 
C o n f i g u r e d  to @rove Performance of the Wing bY at least diuing at least one transonic condition of the wing selected 
one criterion selected h m :  ji-om at least one of a cruise condition and a maneuver. 
19. 
an increase in cruise speed, 10 20. The wing of claim 2, wherein: 
an increase in lift; 
an increase in thickness; 
a reduction in sweep; 
a reduction in drag; or 
5. The wing of claim 2, wherein the cruise slot extends 
spanwise along an outboard portion of the wing, the cruise 
slot extending spanwise outboard of an inboard portion of 
the Wing that includes a traditional trailing edge highlift 
system. 20 
6. The wing of claim 5, wherein the cruise slot extends 
spanwise &om about a planform break of the wing to about 
a tip of the wing. 
7. The wing of claim 2, wherein the cruise slot only 
extends over a portion of the wing where airflow separation 2; 
would occur to add drag during a transonic condition of the 
wing. 
8. The wing of claim 2, wherein the cruise slot extends 
spanwise essentially continuously from a root of the wing to 
9. The wing of claim 2, wherein the cruise slot is 
conligured to push shock waves generated by supersonic 
flow across the wing to a position further aft on the wing. 
10. The wing of claim 6. wherein the cruise slot is 
confi,pred to increase the drag-divergence Mach number 35 
capability of the wing while at least maintaining a compa- 
rable aerodynamic efficiency for the wing. 
11. The wing of claim 6, wherein the cruise slot is 
configured to mitigate shock waves and provide a higher 
12. The wing of claim 6. further comprising an actuator 
structure coupled to the leading and trailing airfoil elements 
for moving one of the leading and trailing airfoil elements 
relative to the other element to trim the cruise slot. 
is configured to trim the cruise slot by at least one action 
selected from: 
adjusting a gap separating the leading and trailing airfoil 
adjusting a relative height between the leading and trail- 50 
adjusting an angle between the leading and trailing airfoil 
a combination thereof. 
14. The wing of claim 12, wherein the cruise slot includes 55 
a combination thereof. 15 
a tip of the wing. 30 
cruise speed for the wing. 40 
13. The wing of claim 12, wherein the actuator structure 45 
elements, the gap defining the cruise slot; 
ing airfoil elements; 
elements; or 
a plurality of segments longitudinally arranged along the 
wing, each of the segments being independently adjustable 
by the actuator structure to allow trimming of the cruise slot 
differently at different locations along the span. 
structure coupled to the leading and trailing airfoil elements 
for moving one of the leading and trailing airfoil elements 
relative to the other element to close the cruise slot during 
at least one subsonic condition and to open the cruise slot 
16. The wing of claim 2, whereiathe muse slot cexprises 
a plurality of slots longitudinally arranged along the wing. 
15. The wing of claim 2, further comprising an actuator 60 
during the transonic condition. 65 
- 
the leading airfoil element comprises a main wing por- 
the trajling airfoil element comprises a flap; and 
the wing fiMher comprises an actuator structure for 
trimming the flap during cruise to improve performance 
of the wing during cruise. 
tion; 
21. An aircraft comprising the airfoil of claim 1. 
22. The airfoil of claim 1, wherein slot location substan- 
tially coincides with shock location. 
23. The airfoil of claim 1. wherein the cruise slot is 
located along the span only at the position where the airfoil 
experierkes Mach critical flow. 
24. The airfoil of claim 1, wherein the three-dimensional 
shape of the airfoil is tailored in accordance with three- 
dimensional airfoil pressure distribution data including 
information related to three-dimensional shock location and 
sweep of the airfoil. 
25. The airfoil of claim 1. wherein the airfoil has a 
pressure distribution as shown in at least one of FIGS. 16B. 
17. 194, and 19B. 
26. Apartial-span slotted three-dimensional airfoil having 
a span and a predetermined three-dimensional shape tailored 
to improve transonic performance over an un-slotted airfoil, 
the airfoil comprising: 
at least one leading airfoil element having an upper 
surface and a lower surface: 
at least one trailing airfoil element defining a partial-sp'an 
transonic cruise slot with the leading airfoil element. 
the trailing airfoil element having an upper surface and 
a lower surface. the cruise slot being positioned span- 
wise along the span at a position where the airfoil 
experiences Mach critical flow and having a predeter- 
mined three-dimensional shape to allow a portion of the 
air flowing along the lower stdace of the leading airfoil 
element to diverge during a cruise condition to flow 
over the upper surface of the trailing airfoil element 
and, thereby. to provide the performance improvement. 
27. An aircraft wing comprising the airfoil of claim 26. 
28. The wing of claim 27, wlierein the cruise slot includes 
an aerodynamically smooth channel defined between the 
leading and trailing airfoil elements without an unfaired 
cove. 
29. The wing of claim 27, wherein the cruise slot is 
configured to improve performance of the wing by at least 
one criterion selected &om: 
an increase in cruise speed: 
an increase in lift; 
an increase in thickness; 
a reduction in sweep; 
a reduction in drag; or 
a combination thereof. 
30. The wing of claim 27. wherein the cruise slot extends 
spawise hn ahoEt a pIefo.m break of the wi?lg to about 
a tip of the wing. 
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31. The wing of claim 27, wherein the cruise slot ouly 49. The airfoil of claim 26, wherein the three-dimensional 
extends over a portion of the wing where airflow separation shape of the airfoil is tailored in accordance with three- 
would occur to add drag during a transonic condition of the dimensional airfoil pressure distribution data including 
wing. information related to three-dmeensional shock location and 
32. The wing of claim 27, wherein the cruise slot is 5 sweep of the airfoil. 
configured to push shock waves generated by supersonic 50. A method for flying a slotted aircraft wing having a 
flow across the wing to a position further aft on the wing. predetermiued three-dimensional shape tailored to improve 
33. The wing of claim 27, wherein the cruise slot is transonic performance over an un-slotted wing, a span. at 
configured to increase the drag-divergence Mach number least one leadmg airfoil element. and at least one trailiug 
capability of the wing while at least maintaining a compa- io airfoil element defiung at least one spanwise transonic 
rable aerodynamic efficieucy for the wing. cruise slot with the leading airfoil element. the cruise slot 
34. The wing of claim 27, wherein the cruise slot is being positioned along the span at a position where the wing 
configured to mitigate shock waves and provide a higher experiences Mach critical flow and having a predetermined 
cruise speed for the wing. three-diniensional shape to allow a portion of the air flowing 
35. The wing of claim 27, fiuther comprising an actuator 15 along a lower surface of the leading airfoil element to 
structure coupled to the leading and trailing airfoil elements diverge to flow over the upper surface of the trailing airfoil 
for moving one of the leading and trailing airfoil elements element aid, thereby, to provide the performance improve- 
relative to the other element to trim the cruise slot. ment, the method comprising trimming the cruise slot duriug 
36. The wing of claim 35, wherein the actuator structure a transonic condition so as to achieve a performance 
is configured to trim the cruise slot by at least one action 20 improvement in the transonic condition. 
selected from: 51. The method of claim 50. wherein the transonic cou- 
dition is selected from at least one of a cruise condition and 
a maneuver. 
adjusting a gip separating the leading and trailing airfoil 
adjusting a relative height between the leading and trail- 52. The method of claim 50. wherein: 
the leading airfoil element comprises a main wing por- 
adjusting an angle between the leading and trailiig airfoil 
the trailing airfoil element comprises a flap assembly; and 
a combination thereof. trimming the cruise slot comprises actuating the flap 
37. The wing of claim 35, wherein the cruise slot includes 
a plurality of segments longitudinally arranged along the 30 53. The method of claim 50, wherein trimming the cruise 
wing. each of the segments being independently adjustable 
by the actuator structure to allow trimming of the cruise slot adjusting a gap separating the leading and trailing airfoil 
differently at different locations along the span. 
38. The wing of claim 27, fiuther comprising an actuator adjusting a relative height between the leading and trail- 
structure coupled to the leading and trailing airfoil elements 35 
for moving one of the leading and trailing airfoil elements adjusting an angle between the leading and trailing airfoil 
relative to the otlier element to close the cruise slot during 
at least one subsonic condition and to open the cruise slot a combination thereof. 
during the transonic condition. 54. The method of claim 50, fiuther comprising closing 
39. The wing of claim 27. wherein the cruise slot com- 40 the cniise slot during at least one subsonic condition of the 
prises a plurality of partial-span slots lougitudinally wing. 
arranged along the wing. 55. The method of claim 50, wherein the cruise slot 
40. The wing of claim 27, wherein the cruise slot is 
defined by at least one slotted wing region disposed between 56. The method of claim 50, wherein the cruise slot 
two un-slotted wing regions. 45 includes a single slot that extends substantially the entire 
41. The wing of claim 27, further comprising at least one length of the span of the viing from about a root of the wing 
un-slotted wing region disposed between two slotted wing to about a tip of the wing. 
regions each defining a partial-sc'an transonic cruise slot. 57. The method of claim 50, wherein the cnuse slot 
42. The wing of claim 27, wherein the cruise slot is includes an aerodynamically smooth channel deked 
defined during at least one transonic condition of the wing 50 between the leading and trailing airfoil elements without an 
selected from at least one of a cruise condition and a unfairedcove. 
maneuver. 58. The method of claim 50, wherein the cnuse slot 
comprises a plurality of partial-span slots longitudmally 
arranged along the wing and Wherein the method further 
5s comprises independently trimming each said slot during the 
transonic condition so as to achieve a performance improve- 
mentinthetransoniccondition. 
59. The method of claim 60, wherein the cruise slot 
comprises a plurality of partial-span slots longitudmlly 
44. The wing of claim 27, wherein the wing is swept. 60 arranged along the win& and wherein the method fixher 
45. An aircraft comprising the wing of claim 44. comprises independently trimming each said slot during the 
46. An aircmft comprising the airfoil of claim 26. transonic condition so a i  to achieve a performance improve- 
47. The airfoil of claim 26. wherein slot location substan- ment in the transonic condition. 
60. A method for flying a swept slotted aircraft wing 
48. n e  airfoil of claim 26, wherein the cruise slot is 65 defining at least one spanwise transonic cruise slot posi- 
t;oEec! ~ ! x g  &s spm at a psition where the wing ~ n e r i -  - -r 
ences Mach critical flow and having a predetermined three- 
elements, the gap defining the cruise slot; 
ing airfoil elements; 
elements; or 
2s 
tion; 
assembly. 
slot comprises at least one action selected from 
elements, the gap d e W g  the cniise slot: 
ing airfoil elements; 
elements; or 
includes a partial-span slot. 
43. The wing of claim 27, whereiu: 
the leading airfoil element comprises a main wing por- 
the trailing airfoil element comprises a flap; and 
the wing further comprises an actuator stnicture for 
trimming the flap during cruise to improve performance 
of the wing during cruise. 
tion; 
t i d y  coincides with shock location. 
loc2ted along the  SF^ ody 2t the position where the airfoil 
experiences Mach critical flow. 
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dimensional shape tailored to improve transonic 
performance over an un-slotted wing, the method compris- 
ing using the cruise slot to divert a portion of the air flowing 
along a lower surface of the wing to flow over an upper 
surface of the wing during at least one transonic condition of 
the wing, the diverting at least delaying airflow separation 
that would occur to add drag at the m o n k  condition so as 
to achieve a performance improvement in the transonic 
condition. 
61. The method of claim 60. further comprising trimming 
the cruise slot during the transonic condition. 
62. The method of claim 61. wherein trimming the cruise 
slot comprises at least one action selected h m :  
adjusting a gap separating a leading element and a trailing 
element, the gap defining the cruise slot; 
adjusting a relative height between the leading element 
and the trailing element; 
adjusting an angle between the leadmg element and the 
trailing element; or 
a combination thereof. 
63. The method of claim 62, wherein: 
the leading airfoil element comprises a main wing por- 
the trailing airfoil element comprises a flap asseinbly: and 
trimming the cruise slot comprises actuating the flap 
64. The method of claim 60, wherein the muse slot 
includes a partial-span slot. 
65. The method of claim 60, wherein the cruise slot 
includes a single slot that extends substautially the entire 
length of the span of the wing fiom about a root of the wing 
to about a tip of the wing. 
66. The method of claim 60, further comprising opening 
the cruise slot when at or near the transonic condition. 
67. The method of claim 60. fiuther comprising closing 
the cruise slot during at least one subsonic condition of the 
wing. 
68. The method of claim 60. wherein the cruise slot 
includes an aerodynamically smooth channel defined 
between the leading and trailing airfoil elements without an 
unfaired cove. 
69. The method of claim 70, wherein the cruise slot 
comprises a plurality of partial-span slots longittidinally 
arranged along the wing, and wherein the method fiuther 
comprises independently trimming each said slot during 
cruise so as to achieve a performance improvement during 
cruise. 
70. A method for flying a slotted aircraft wing having a 
predetermined three-dimensional shape tailored to improve 
tion; 
assembly. 
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transonic performance over an un-slotted wing, a spaq a 
main wing portion, and a flap assembly def?ning at least one 
spanwise transonic cruise slot with the main wing portion 
during cruise, the cruise slot being positioned along the span 
at a position where the wing experiences Mach critical flow 
and having a predetermined three-dimensional shape to 
allow a portion of the air flowing along a lower surface of 
the leading airfoil element to diverge to flow over the upper 
surface of the trailing airfoil element and, thereby, to provide 
the performance improvement. the method comprising actu- 
ating the flap assembly during cruise to trim the flap assem- 
bly so as to achieve a performance improvement during 
cruise. 
71. The method of claim 70, wherein the cruise slot 
includes an aerodynamically smooth channel defined 
between the leading and trailing airfoil elements without w 
unfaired cove. 
72. A method comprising tailoring a swept wing's three- 
dimensional geometry using three-dimensional wing pres- 
sure distribution data including information related to three- 
dimensional shock location such that the wing defines at 
least one spanwise transonic cmise slot that allows a portion 
of the air flowing along a lower surface of the wing to 
diverge to flow over an upper surface of the wing during at 
least one transonic condition of the wing so as to achieve a 
performance improvement in the transonic condition. 
73. The method of claim 72. wherein the tailoring 
includes locating the slot substantially coincident with shock 
location. 
74. The method of claim 72, further comprising obtaining 
the three-dimensional wing pressure distribution data by 
coniputational modeling. 
75. The method of claim 72. fiuther comprising obtaining 
the three-dimensional wing pressure distribution data by 
simulating an airflow over the wing using three-dimensional 
computational fluid dynamics. 
76. The method of claim 75, wherein the tailoring 
includes locating the slot where the three-dimensional com- 
putational fluid dynamics simulated airflow suggests that a 
pressure field will result in airflow separation on the upper 
surface of the wing. 
77. The method of claim 72, fiuther Comprising deter- 
mining where the wing will become Mach number critical, 
and wherein the tailoring includes locating the slot only 
where it has been determined that the wing will become 
Mach number critical. 
* * * * *  
